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The Eonoratle Korrran E. C’Amours 
Cta i rman, Euhcommittee on Cceanography 
Ccmmittee cn Merchant Marine and 

Fisheries 
Fcuse of FeFresentatives 

Lear P!r. Chairman: 

Subject: Ccrr,men ts cn a Critique of GAG’s Fadioactive 
Waste Ccean ;Cum&ing FeFort (CAC/FCEL-&3-45) 

In ycur August 3, 19&Z, letter ycu requested that we 
review a critique cf our Cctolzer 21, 1981, report entitled 
“hazards cf Fast Low-Level Radioactive baste Ccean Lumping 
Eave Eeen GveremFhasized” (ENf-&2-9). The critique, Fre- 
Fared ty Y/r. Clifton E. Curtis of the Center for Law and 
Eccial Eel icy, disagrees with-the overall conclusions 
stated in cur report that ccncerns over Fast radicactive 
waste ccean dumping have teen overemphasized, and that 
monitoring Fast durrFsites is of limited value as an aid to 
deve1cFir.g future ocean-dumping regulations. The critique 
alsc asserts that our reFcrt did not acknowledge Fertinent 
evidence and misrepresented other evidence which did not 
suF,Fcrt cur conclusicns. 

In contrast to our report, the critique concludes that 
mcnitor ing existing dumrsites is necessary to effectively 
assure Ful=lic health and safety and to develcF scund future 
ccean-dumping regulations. 

After carefully reviewing the evidence in the critique, 
ke telieve tte findings, conclusions, and recorrmendaticns of 
our earlier reFort are valid, our presentation of scientific 
studies and csinion is accurate, and the metbcdolagy we used 
is sound. Enclosure I Fresents our detailed evaluation of 
the issues raised in the critique and the methodclogy we 
used to make our evaluation. In making this evaluation, we 
reviewed the evidence presented in the critique, reexamined 
the information we had gathered during our earlier evaluation, 
and discussed the critique and/or our earlier repcrt with many 
of the scientists we had originally contacted. 
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After receiving your request, we recontacted scientists 
from the organizations we had originally contacted. These 
scientists reaffirmed that our report accurately represented 
the consensus of scientific opinion on the public health and 
safety consequences of Fast ocean dumping. Furthermore, at 
Mr. Curtis’ request, we Frovided him the names of scientists 
we had contacted. The critique, however, cites only one 
example of cur alleged misrepresentation of scientific opinion. 
In that case, we believe we accurately Fresented the views of 
that scientist's organization as they Fertained to the focus 
of our report. 

The critique does not address much of the evidence we used 
to derive our conclusions. In addressing the hazards of Fast 
ocean dumping, for example, the critique does not mention Gov- 
ernment agencies ’ estimates that only small volumes of radio- 
active wastes have been durrFed, nor does it mention that most 
of this radioactivity has decayed--uF to ?C Fercent according 
tc one scientist we contacted. 

The critique also ccncludes that Fast dumFsites should 
te monitored as an aid in developing future ocean-dumping 
regulations. In reaching this conclusion, however, the 
critique does not recognize (3) that most of the radio- 
activity in what was dumped has decayed, (2) the absence of 
baseline data on radioactivity already Fresent at dumFsites 
when dumping began, and (3) the lack of information on the 
specific types, quantities, and locations of radioactive 
materials that were dumped. These constraints must be care- 
fully considered in deciding the merits of monitoring Fast 
dum&si tes. Given the limited availability of Federal funds, 
he telieve ar.y scientific oFFortunity that might be gained 
from monitoring Fast dunFsites (increasing our knowledge of 
transport, toxicity, Fatnways, etc.) could be lcetter cbtained 
try monitoring future dumpsites when kaseline data and accurate 
inforn.ation on the contents and locations of the wastes can be 
determined. 

Finally, one other matter raised in both your letter and 
the critique requires comment. This is the concern that our 
report is being used in support of a reversal of L7.S. Folicy 
essentially Frohihiting future ocean disFosa1 of radioactive 
wastes. Cur report, FreFared in response to the request of 
Senator William V. Roth, Jr., Fresented the results of our 
evaluation of the environmental and Ful=lic health consequences 
of East radioactive waste ocean dumping. F;nile the report 
discussed Federal efforts to ensure that any future dumping 
is dcne safely and in an environmentally safe manner, it 
neither advocated nor OFFOSed a resumption of ocean dumF- 
ing of radioactive waste. 
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Cur reFort did recommend, however, that as a Frerequisite 
to developing future ocean dumping regulations, the E.nvironmental 
Protection Agency should develop specific criteria for dumFsite 
rrcnitoring and Feriodic monitoring requirements for all future 
durrFsites. In this context, we telieve our reFort agrees with 
the thrust of one of the critique’s rrajcr conclusions--that 
“test” sites, unccntaminated by Fast ocean dumping, should be 
monitored as one ste& in developing future ocean-dun:Fing Foli- 
ties and regulations. Ponitoring of “test sites” would helF 
establish the taseline of data necessary to effectively monitor 
the effects of radioactive waste ocean dWFing in the event that 
ocean dUnping is permitted in the future. 

Ps arranged with your office, unless you publicly announce 
its contents earlier, we Flan no further distribution of this 
report until 30 days from the date of the report. At that time, 
we will send ccFies tc Senator Killian V. Roth, Jr., and aFFro- 
Friate ccngressional ccmmittees. We will also send copies to the 
Federal agencies Frevicusly or currently having responsibilities 
related to radioactive waste ocean durrFing, and will make copies 
available to others upon request. 

h;e did not clztain official ccrrments of any gcvernmental 
agencies on this reFort tecause the reFort only Fresents our 
comments on the critique of our earlier reFort. 

Enclosures - 2 

Sincerely yours, 
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EVALUATICN CF A CRITICUE CF ------------v----w- 

GENERAL ACCCUNTING OFFICE FEFORT ---------------II ---ar 

ENCLCSURE I 

“HAZAFCS CF FAST LCW-LEVEL RAEICFCTIVP ------------~-_--~~ ----- 

hASTE WEAK CUMRING HAVE EEEN CVEREMFHASIZEC” ----- -----------P -- 

EACKCFCUNC -----__ 

Cn January 8, 1981, Senator William V. Roth, Jr., requested 
that we address the following issues pertaining to Fast U.S. ocean 
dumping of low-level radioactive wastes: 

--The adequacy of Federal efforts to identify the scoFe and 
locations of nuclear waste dumping by the U.S. Government 
and Fr ivate industry. 

--The effectiveness of Federal efforts to assure that the 
nuclear materials that have already been dumged into our 
oceans Fcse no undue hazard to the safety of our citizens 
cr to the environment. 

--The extent of Federal efforts to assure that any future 
dumping is done safely and in an environmentally harmless 
manner. 

To address those issues, we reviewed major scientific studies, 
analyzed international documents and regulations pertaining to 
ocean durrFing of radioactive wastes, and interviewed scientists 
re&resenting Federal agencies, the LeFartment of Energy’s (CCE’s) 
national laboratories, oceanographic institutions, the National 
P.cadcn-y cf Sciences, and environmental organizations. At the 
Feoeral level, we reviewed data collected by the Environmental 
Frotection Agency (EPA) on Fast U.S. ocean-dumping activities and 
examined studies and reccrds of other Federal agencies and con- 
tractors, going back as far as 1954, that had a role in Fast 
radioactive waste ocean Humping. These agencies include the 
National Cceanic and Atmospheric Administration, the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission (NRC), the Cepartment of State, the ti.S. 
Coast Guard, and five CeFartment of Defense agencies. We re- 
viewed international documents and regulations because European 
nations have been dumping radioactive wastes into the sea for 
more than 30 years, and thus have far more experience with 
ccnducting and regulating the Fractice of ocean durrFing than 
does the United States. 

This work led to the i ssuance of our reFort entitled “Hazards 
of Fast Low-Level Fadioactive t;aste Ccean fumFing Have Eeen 
CverenFhasized” (EML-82-9, Cct. 21, 1981). In that report, we 
concluded that: 
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--‘Ihe Federal Covernrrent has no complete and accurate cat- 
alogue of information on how much, what kind, and where 
low-level nuclear waste has been dumped into the oceans 
because detailed recordkeering was not required. 

--‘Ihe overwhelming body of scientific research and opinion 
shows that concerns over the potential Fublic health and 
environmental consequences Fosed by Fast U.S. ocean- 
durrEing activity are unwarranted and cveremphasized. 

--EFA has been slow in developing new low-level radioactive 
waste ccean-dumping regulations. Although its current 
aFFroach of relying on international guidance is sound, 
improvements are needed in developing specific dumpite- 
monitoring requirements. 

At Senator Foth’s request, we did not obtain official agency 
corrmen ts on our reFort. In compliance with the Legislative Fe- 
crganizaticn Act cf 1?7C, however, EFA informed the Senate Com- 
mittee or. Governmental P.ffairs and the Eouse Committee on 
Covernrrent Cgerations on January 26, 1982, that it concurred with 
the findings cf our report. EFA has terminated its search for 
Federal records on Fast U.S. ocean-dumping activities and iS in 
the Frccess cf incorporating internationally established guidance 
intc its criteria. FPA is also developing Specific criteria for 
dumpsite monitcring and Feriodic monitoring requirements for 
Fotential future dumpsites. 

Cn August 3, 1982, Mr. Clifton Curtis cf the Center for Law 
and Social Policy issued a critique which strongly disagreed with 
the conclusions stated in our reFort. Cverall, the critique con- 
cluded that 

--rronitcring Fast and future dumpsites is necessary to ef- 
fectively assure Fublic health and safety and to develop 
sound future ocean-dumping regulations, 

--international guidance cn ocean dumping is not an accept- 
able substitute for continued dumFsite monitoring, and 

--our methodology was not sound tecause we relied on scant 
evidence and misrepresented scientific studies and o-pinion. 

After carefully reviewing the evidence in the critique, we 
believe the findings, conclusions, and recommendations of our 
earlier report were valid, our representation of scientific stud- 
ies and cpinion was accurate, and the methodology we used was 
sound. Cur response to the specific criticisms raised in the 
critique is discussed in the following sections. 
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CEJECTIVE cCCFE ART: PETECLCLCCY ---------l-“----L----------I-- 

Cur objective was to evaluate the critique and, in light of 
the critique, reevaluate the findings, conclusions, and recom- 
rrendations of our earlier report. Accordingly, we examined the 
evidence Frovided in the critique --higher than normal levels of 
radioactivity in the rattail fish, and the Fossibility that high- 
level wastes have keen dumped --to determine if the evidence war- 
ranted changing any of the conclusions and recommendations in 
our earlier report. In addition, we reexamined written cor- 
reSFondence, technical studies, congressional testimony, and 
related evidence cornriled during our earlier evaluation. 
Finally, we tested the accuracy of our characterization of sci- 
entific 0Finion. Ke randomly recontacted at least one represent- 
ative from those organizations we had orignially ccntacted which 
had not provided us with written documenation of their views. 
The organizations and scientists we originally contacted are 
identified in enclosure II. In addition, we have identified in 
that enclosure the scientists we recontacted in preparing this 
reFort. 

Cur audit was Ferformed in accordance with generally accepted 
government auditing standards. 

h:e concluded in our reFort that concern over Fast ocean 
dumping of low-level radioactive waste was unwarranted and has 
teen overemphasized Frirrarily because the weight of evidence 
does not SUpFOrt the contention of a Fotential hazard. Eecause 
available evidence overwhelmingly shows that Fast dUmpSiteS Fose 
neither an environmental nor a public health hazard, we questioned 
the value of mcnitoring Fast ocean dumrsites as a means of assur- 
ing putlic health and safety. 

In contrast, the critique concludes “there is not enough 
hard evidence to provide sufficient certainty that Futlic health 
and environrrental hazards will not result from Fast dumping Frac- 
tices .‘I The critique notec that informaticn on Fast ocean dump- 
ing is incomplete, some high-level material has keen dumped, and 
a higher-than-normal level of radioactivity was detected in one 
fish species. 

Incomgete information on East ocean ---- 
durrEi_nq-ofraxzive waste? --- - ----e-e-- 

The critique is critical of our overall conclusion that 
concern over Fast ocean dumping is unwarranted and overemphasized 
because there is not enough hard evidence to sufficiently ascer- 
tain that public health and environmental hazards will not result. 
The critique also concludes that the incomplete and inaccurate 
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information on Fast radicactive waste ocean dumping requires more 
complete investigation to determine actual or Fotential hazards. 

F;e recognize, as we did in our earlier report, that the data 
available on Fast ccean dumping are incomplete, Farticularly with 
regard to the identity and quantities of specific radioactive sub- 
stances in the individual ccntainers. CesFite the sketchy data, 
there is enough geEera information tc characterize the magnitude 
of Fast radioactive Waste ocean dumping and draw conclusions on 
the Fotential hazards to Fublic health. According to records EPA 
has compiled, about 90,000 containers of radioactive waste have 
been dunFed into the Atlantic and Facific Cceans. A much smaller 
nurrter of containers-- less than 1 Fercent of the total amount 
dunFed --was a&Farently dumped into the Gulf of Mexico. Eased on 
these records, it aFFears that more than 80 Fercent cf the waste 
was durrFed off the eastern seaboard, and roughly 95 percent of 
this afroun t was dumped at two sites southeast of Sandy Hook, New 
Jersey. EFA estimates that about 99 Fercent of the radioactivity 
in the wastes durrFed off the western seaboarc’ was dumped about 25 
to 60 miles west of San Francisco, California, near the Farallon 
Islands. 

F;e telieve it is important to rut the magnitude of Fast ocean 
durrFir.g into FersFective because scientists informed us that the 
potential hazards are largely determined by the types and amounts 
cf wastes durrl;ed, their concentrations, and the ways the radi- 
etion can be returned to man. As such, our assessment of the 
potential health hazards Fosed by Fast ccean dumping was based 
on the magnitude of Fast dumping in relation to internaticnal 
regulaticns, the natural radioactivity of seawater, and also on 
availatle scientific studies and opinion. Cur assessment showed 
that: 

--Scientists estimate that as much as 90 Fercent of original 
levels of radioactivity in the wastes has decayed to inncc- 
uous levels. 

--‘Ihe total estimated volume of all U.S. ocean dumping, which 
occurred t;etween 1946 and 1970, is significantly less than 
what has been dumped in the international durrFsite in the 
Kortheast P.tlantic Ccean. For example, the total volume 
of radioactive wastes dumped by the United States, esti- 
mated to have contained abcut 95,000 curies of radio- 
activity, l/ is far less than the 166,000 curies dumped 
in the ForTheast Atlantic dumpsite in 1?80 and 1981. 

i/A curie is the basic unit to describe the intensity of radio- 
activity in a sarrFle cf material and/or a quantity of any nuclide 
having 1 curie of radioactivity. 
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--Scientists believe even if the wastes dumped consisted 
entirely of plutonium 239--probably the moat hazardous, 
and very long-lived radioactive waste material--it would 
still constitute only a small hazard relative to natural 
radioactivity in seawater. 

--In the early 196Os, LCE’s Panford reservation discharged 
more radioactive material into the Columbia Fiver in a 
single month than the estimated total of all U.E. ocean 
dumping over a 25 -year period without any adverse conse- 
guence along the Columbia or in the Facific Ccean at the 
rr#outh of the river. 

The Eossibilitl that high-level ---- ------- --- ---- 
baste has dum* ------ ---~ 

The critique is critical of our report because, it says, we 
assumed that all the wastes dumped were low level and therefore 
loo+ risk. In challenging our report, the critique equates high 
level with high activity and high risk using a quantitative defi- 
nition that is different from the definition we used in our report. 
Citing a 1955 A.tom,ic Energy Commission (AEC) report and records 
of congressional hearings, the critigue stated, for example, that 

“* * * materials are considered high level when the emitted 
radiation intensity is so strong as to materially reduce 
the time a person can be near the radiating body * * *.I’ l-/ 

?luch of the criticism of our report in this area is seman- 
tic. “idigh-level” radioactive waste does not necessarily equate 
to “high-risk,” nor dces “low-level” necessarily equate to “low- 
risk.” The definition we used for low-level wastes was tased on 
KRC criteria which define waste according to its source rather 
than the level of activity. Khile this definition is generally 
used ty tzoth EYRC and the nuclear industry, we have pointed out 
inadequacies in radioactive waste definitions in the past. In a 
Farch 31, 1980, report entitled, “The Problems of Cisposing of 
IGuclear Low-Level haste : Kbere Lo Ke Go Frcm Here?” (EWC-80-68), 
we reported that an adequate definition of low-level waste for a 
sound low-level waste land disposal system does not exist. 
According ly , we recommended that the Chairman cf NRC define lcw- 
level wastes by establishing categories based upon reguirements 
for safe disposal. 

Kctaithstanding the definitional problems, we do net agree 
Fast ocean dumping presents a hazard to public health simply 
because some high-level bastes may have been dumped. A host of 
factors much n;ore important than whether the wastes are called 
“high-” or ” low-” level must ize considered in determining a 

____------- 

l/P. E. Joseph, “Radioactive haste Disposal Fractices in the Atomic 
Energy Industry--A Survey of the Costs” (1955). 
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Fotential hazard. These factcrs include not only what was dumped 
but also how much was dumped, and the ways the radiation can be 
returned to man. Fased on the evidence Fresented earlier on the 
magnitude of U.S. ocean dumping, even if some wastes of high 
radioactivity levels have been dumped, the overwhelming consensus 
of scientific cFinion is that it was not in sufficient quantities 
to Fose a hazard to Futlic health and safety. 

Never theless, we cannot state conclusively that no high-level 
wastes (using the standard NRC definition) have been dumped into 
the ocean. Eowever, on Cctober 7, 1980, f;RC testified before the 
Subcommittee on Envircnment, Energy and Natural Resources, House 
Committee on Government CFerations, that it does not believe high- 
level radioactive wastes, as NRC defines such wastes, have been 
dumped in the ocean. 

Fisher-than-normal levels of 
radTFactivityintEe-rattaii fish _-----___-- _--__-__-_--_-- 

The critique is critical of our reFort because it failed to 
acknowledge an EFA survey that found higher-than-normal levels of 
radioactivity (americium-241) in rattail fish samples taken at 
one of the Atlantic Ccean dumFsites. We were aware of this study 
but did not discuss it because EFA ccnsiders the results of the 
sample to be inconclusive due to conflicting and contradictory 
evidence. Specifically: 

--State-of-tr,e-art measuring techniques for this radionuclide 
were not used to verify the measurements that were taken. 

--The levels detected were much higher than ever measured 
before in marine samples collected in the Atlantic Ccean. 
‘Ihis includes samples taken at a nuclear-Frocessing Flant 
at Kindscale, England, where far greater amounts of radio- 
active material have been dumped into the sea. 

--‘Ihe fish sample measurements were inconsistent with the 
americium levels measured by the same EFA contractor near 
the waste containers at the dumy-site. 

--Because americium-241 is a decay-Froduct of a Flutonium 
isctoFe, it would be expected that greater quantities 
of Flutonium would also be measured. However, no abnormal 
levels of plutonium, were detected. 

EFA cannot resolve the anomaly Fresented by the rattail fish 
until additional samFling is conducted. At this time, EPA be- 
1 ieves that (1) an error occurred in the measurement, (2) the 
data were not FroFerly interpreted, or (3) the americium resulted 
frcm fallout caused by nuclear weapons testing. 
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SECULC FAST CUPI’FSITES EE KCNITCFEC ------~---~_--_-~-~__I__________ 
TC CEVELCP FUTURE REGULATICNS? 

-------_---._--W.----------w-- 

The critique disagrees with our conclusion that monitoring 
Fast dumFsites to develop future ocean dumping regulations iS of 
minimal value. The critique concludes that monitoring of Fast 
dumFsites is both necessary and useful to Frovide data on radio- 
active material toxicity, transport, critical Fathways, fates, 
and effects that will contribute to responsible Folicies and 
regulatory requirements. The critique also cited statements by 
an EFA official l/ that technolcgy exists or can be improved to 
properly evaluate Fast dumFsites, and the monitoring of Fast 
duml;sites can Frovide key study areas for determining container 
Fackaging Ferformance and radionuclide transport processes. 

P;e do net telieve it is Fractical to monitor Fast dumFsites 
to develcF future ccean-dumping regulations. The usefulness of 
monitoring Fast dumFsites is severely limited by the lack of 

--baseline data on the amounts of natural and fallout-related 
radioactivity existing at the sites prior to disFoea1 and 

--information on the .sFecific contents and locations of the 
waste that was dumped. 

Without knowing what types of radioactive wastes were dumped, 
where they were durrred, and how much nuclear weapons testing- 
related fallout radioactivity there was at a site to begin with, 
it hill be extremely difficult for EFA or anyone else to derive 
conclusive results from any monitoring efforts. For exarrFle, at 
Cctcber 5, 19JZo, hearings before the E ubcommittee on Environment, 
Energy and Natural Fesources, House Committee on Government 
CFera tions, EFP testified that: 

“There are deficiencies in the data and there is no 
universally accepted method of data interpretation. ‘IO 
determine background levels, it is necessary to review 
the existing literature for credible measurements or Fre- 
vious estimates of radionuclide levels in various loca- 
tions, and to calculate, from the most closely related 
data, what the expected levels of “tackground” radiation 
shculd be at Farticular locations today. In the case of 
tiolcgical samples this is especially difficult. There can 
be EC rruch variation in the bioaccumulation of different 
radionuclides from species to species, that extrapolation 
of the data is highly uncertain.” 

CesFite undersea apparatus that can ke used to retrieve 
the waste containers and ccllect sediment sarrFles, monitoring of 
Fast dumrsites may not te as Fractical as the critique implies. 
----e-P ---- 

J/Faber t 5. Cyer, “Nuclear Waste panagement: The Ccean 
Alternative,” hashington, I=.C., February 1980. 
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According to EFA’s Frcject Leader, Ccean Cisposal Frogrsm, fine- 
ing the waste containers is itself a form,idable task due to the 
size cf the oceans, sketchy knowledge of precise durrFing lcca- 
tior;s, ar,d unpredictable moverr,ent of the containers caused by 
undersea turbidity. This EFA cfficial also told us large 
volumes of sediment san.Fles must be collected to measure minute 
levels of radioactivity, tie Said this is difficult hecause good 
weather ccnditions are required and essential specialized deeF 
sea equiFnent is limited in availability. Finally, we were told 
that the collecticn of large volumes of sediment is hanFered by 
the limited capability of the Specialized equiprent in collecting 
large volumes of sediment and decay of the radioactive materials 
that were dumped. 

The difficulty in accomplishing these tasks is reflected 
in the cost cf monitoring. EFA’s recovery of only three waste 
containers and related analysis ccst $360,000, or $120,000 per 
container. Given the limited availability of Federal funds, we 
believe any scientific o&Fortunity that might be gained from 
nonitcring old durrFsites (increasing our knowledge of transport, 
toxicity, Fathaays, etc.) could be better obtained by monitoring 
future durrFcites, if aFFrcved, when baseline data and accurate 
information on the ccntents and locations of the wastes can be 
determined. 

CAK WE FELY CK IKTEFKATICNAL --e--w---- ----I_ __----- 
CUILFPCE ‘TC RECULA’I’E FUTURE CCEAN --------_-- _--- - ___- ---- 
CUt4FIh’G? 
L-----e 

The critique also misinterpreted our Fositicn on using 
internaticnal guidance to regulate future ocean durrFing. It 
Stated that international guidance is not a substitute for 
monitoring because the ccean is not a homogenous environment, 
and international guidelines cannot take into acccunt site- and 
basin-s Fecific Feculiarities cf the ccean. The critique also 
cited benefits that can be realized from monitoring future and 
Fast dumFsi tes that international guidance cannot provide. These 
benefits include develcFing a complete inventory of all radio- 
nuclides deposited in the ocean by human activity and improving 
the technical adequacy of rrcdels tc allow radiation exposure to 
be calculated with greater reliability and accuracy. Finally, 
the critique stated that our criticism of EFA fcr not incorForat- 
ing internaticnal guidance in its regulations “rings hollcw” 
because U.S. policy since 1970 has teen not to use the oceans for 
radioactive waste diSFOSa1. 

The critique misinterpreted the Faint of our recommendation 
which called for EFA to take advantage of existing international 
guidance and build upon this guidance as aFFroFriate. We 
specifically recommended that EFA, “in addition to embracing the 
internationally established guidance, develop specific criteria 
for durrFsite and Feriodic monitoring requirements.” We favored 
monitoring future sites to assure Futlic safety amid heightened 
national concern over the ocean disFcsa1 alternative. 

11 
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Finally, we do not believe our criticism of EFE! for being 
reluctant to incorporate international guidance into its regula- 
tions “rings hollow.” U.S. policy since the 1970s of not using 
the ocean for radioactive waste disposal does not, in our opinion, 
make international guidance a moot issue. Ccean dumping could 
be resumed in the future. Although it is still very tentative, 
the b:avy is considering ocean disposal for decommissioned nuclear 
sutmar ines and CCE is advancing a proposal to dispose of thousands 
of cubic yards of contaminated soils and other materials from 
nuclear energy programs. Such renewed interest in using the 
ocean as the medium for disposing cf radioactive wastes makes it 
imperative that EFA be ready to assure that any future dumping is 
done safely and in an environmentally acceptable manner. 

WAS CUR !?ETHCCCLCGY ACECUATE? -------_-------------ws 

The critique challenged the methodology we used to derive 
our conclusions and recommendations. In its view, our report 
was based on scant evidence, misinterpretation of the studies 
referenced in our report, and misrepresentation of the views of 
organizations and individuals we had contacted. 

Ke do not telieve the criticism of our methodology is valid. 
Cur reFort focused on the Fotential health consequences Fre- 
sented by past ocean-dumping activities. Cur conclusion that 
past ocean dumping does not pose a health or envirormental hazard 
was tased on much more than “scant evidence.” It was tased on 
(1) EFA ‘s estimates on the amount and location of past U.S. 
dumping; (2) scientific studies sponscred by EFP, the Fational 
Academy of Sciences, AEC, the National Cceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration, and ether environmental and oceanographic groups; 
and (3) the opinions of 37 scientists representing Federal agen- 
ties, environrental organizations, CCE national laboratories, 
and oceanographic institutions. (See enclosure II.) As such, 
our conclusions were based on a wide variety of information, 
scientific studies, and expert opinion. 

Furthermore, we do not believe we misrepresented or 
misinterpreted the views of the scientists we contacted or the 
studies we relied on. Frimary support in the critique for its 1 
criticism of our methodology came from the Executive Vice-President 
of the Cceanic Society. In our report, we stated that an Cctober 
146C report of the Society’s Ad Hoc Scientific Advisory Comittee 
on Ccean Lumping of Fadioactive Wastes concluded that there is no 
evidence of a serious present or future threat to aquatic or 
human health at past ocean dumpsites. As the critique states, 
however, the Executive Vice-President of the Society subsequently 
advised us that we had nisreFresented the Ad Eoc Comittee. The 
Executive Vice-Fresident told us the Committee’s report went on 
to state: 

I’* * * Fresent evidence indicates a relatively small in- 
crease in radiation exposure from eating fish at the high- 
est level of radiation detected * * * and we recorm?ended” 
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“that an expanded monitoring program be developed for 
toney fish, shell fish and other marine food items * * * 
and that the monitoring Frcgram extend along the entire 
affected coasts.” 

As we replied to the Cceanic Scciety official, we did not 
see the recom,mendation for an expanded monitoring Frogram as 
directly relevant to answering the guestion of whether any 
current or future health hazards exist. Within this same 
context, studies by the National Academy of Sciences and the 
National Cceanic and Atmospheric Administration have advocated 
monitoring even though these studies show nc adverse effects from 
past U.S. ocean dumginq of radioactive wastes. As specifically 
stated in the Cceanic Society reFort and these other two reForts, 
there is no evidence to indicate a hazard from past U.S. ocean 
durrg ing. This Fosition was reflected in cur report. 

The critique also Faints out that cur reFort does not iden- 
tify the scientists we relied on. At his request, on June 10, 
19&2, we Frovided the author of the critique with the names of 
these scientists. These names are included as enclosure II. Kith 
the excerticn of the above example, however, the critique, dated 
August 3, 19E2, Fresents no specifics on hok our report misreFre- 
sentec? the views of any other scientists we contacted. 

Kever theless, we recontacted scientists from the orqaniza- 
tions we had relied on for cur conclusions. All of the scientists 
from, the organizations we reccntacted were of the opinion there is 
nc evidence to EuFFort the contention Fast ocean dUIFFing presents 

a potential hazard. FeFresentatives frorc several environmental 
and Ocear‘cgraFhic research organizations, however, still favor 
monitoring Fact dumFsites to be absolutely sure no hazard exists 
and to aid develorinq future ocean-dumFinq regulations. For ex- 
arrFle, the Union of Concerned Scientists informed us in a July 12, 
19632, letter that “Fast ocean dumFinq by the U.S. does not aFFear 
to have created a rrajcr threat to public health and safety.” That 
organization further believes that Fast U.S. ocean dumping is less 
of a threat than land dumping of chemical wastes and that the rela- 
tive hazard of Fast ocean dumping should be reflected in EFA’s 
monitoring Fricrities. Never theless, the Union believes monitor- 
ing past dUrrFSiteS should be conducted if future dumping is 
ConterrFlated. 

CCKCLuSICN w--_-e--- 

After carefully evaluating the critique, reexamining our 
documentary evidence, and recontacting many of the scientists 
and orqanizations on whom we relied in FreFarinq our reFort, we 
see no need to revise our reFort’s conclusions. The report was 
accurate and after careful reexamination, we feel it is valid. 
The relatively small volume of wastes dumped, the decay of most 
of the xastes to innocuous levels, the lack of data on baseline 
radioactivity at the dumpsites, and the lack of specific infor- 
mation on what has been dumped are all crucial issues that must 
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be considered in deciding whether Fast duKEsites should be 
rronitored. The critigue’s Fosition that the lack of definitive 
infornation on Fast dumping activities indicates that a need to 
ccntinue ncnitorinq past dumpsites would be costly to irt,Flerrent. 
Furthcrrore, unless the limitations we identified can sorrehow 
te overcorre, the scientific benefit of any further monitoring 
of Fast ZurrFsites, carFared to the cost of such monitoring, 
would be linited at best. 

ke alSO COntinUe t0 SUpFOrt our FreViOUS conclusion that 
Fast ocean durrpsi tes should not be monitored to develop future 
ocean-dunping regulations. The lirritations in available infcrrra- 
tion and the decay of what was durrFed rrake it difficult for EPA 
to rronitor Fast duFFsites for this Fur&ose. In view of these 
lirritations, he continue to believe it is Fore aF&roFriate for 
EFA to concentrate its efforts on developing baseline data on 
FroFosed future duFFsites and then monitor these sites once they 
are in use. In that sense we agree that future duMFsites should 
te rronitoreci. However, any Federal efforts to monitor Fast ocean 
dunrsites for develcF:iPg future ocean-durrping regulations should 
be undertaken only after full consideration of the constraints 
that are discussed in this report. 
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IFLIVICUALS CCh'SULTEI: CUPING -,,--------- ------------- 

GAC EVALUATICN OF FAST CCEAN _-_______-- ---------_- --_e- 

CUt"FING CF LCF;-LEVEL KUCLEAF KASTE -----e---w---- ------------ 

LEFAF'TKEKT CF ENEFCY --e.s-------_----- 

Eelen FcCammon 
Fctert L. Katers 
Charles L. Csterberg L/ 
Glen L. S jotlcm j/ 
Herbert L. Volchock A/ 

UCE KATICKALS LAECFATOFIES _________ -----_-- ---- 

Victor E. h'oshkin l-/ 
Jerry J. Cohen l-/ 2/ 
William L'. Templeton L/ 
c. Fichard Anderson L/ 
Norman Cutshall L/ 

ERVIFCNB~ENTPL~ FECTECTICN AGEh'CY --_-_---_--__----- p---v- 

Roger J. f!attson 2/ 
Fiorert S. Cyer i/ 
Raymond Johnson L/ 

NA'T1CtiP.L CCEAE'IC FNC ATKCSPHERIC ACI'+'TNISTEATICN -_-_-_----------- -------- -_-_-__- - -- 

Conald patineau 
Fot=ert Landis 
E. Lawrence Swanson L/ 
F. Kilhc Fark I/ 
Thomas O'Connor 
Thomas Fyle 
Wesley Hall 
killington Lockwood 
T. F. Fice 
c. w. Engel 
F. A. Cross 
P. J. Bansen 

l/Fecontacted to affirm the accuracy of our reFort. 

z/Currently with Science AFFlications, Inc. 

z/Currently with NRC. 

j/Currently with EPA. 
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hCCfE ECLE CCEAKCCRAFEiIC IKETITUTICN --- _-___- -.--- ____-- ~_~~----------_- 

Charles L. Hollister L/ 
Vaughan T. Eowen 

SCRIFFS IKSTITUTICE CF CCEANCCRAFBY ---------------------------------- 

Edhard C. Goldberg L/ 

CCEPNIC SCCIETY -------------- 

Michael 3. Herz 1/ 
Jerolc? M. Lowenstein 
Jares Kelley 

hATICNAL RESCUFCES CEFENSE CCUKCIL --_---------------~~~~~~~~~ --- 

Thomas Cochran L/ 

Uh'ICK CF CCh‘CERNEL SCIEKTISTS __----- -_--- -- _______-__ --- 

Cordon R. Thorrpon A/ 

UKIVEFSITY CF CALIFCRNIA (LAVIS) _----__---_______---__~_~__ 

Marvin Goldnan J/ 

CKIVERSITY CF CALIFCRKIA (SAb'TA CRUZ) _-------_-_-- --- --B--P 

w . Jackson Cavis 

FITFE CCFFCRATICN ____---------I 

Amel ia Hagen 

E.F. JCRFSCN ASSCCIATEC _-------- __-,,INC * 

F;illiap L. Lennefiann A/ 

ENCLOSURE II 

----__--- ---- 

i/Recontacted to reaffirrr, the accuracy of our report. 
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